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Notation 
 
The notation used here is very simple and can be understood intuitively. I have not 
used any of the symbols found in classical notation but instead shown all the strokes 
and notes played on the handpan with various symbols, numbers and letters. 
I have organised the exercises in the book in such a way that they work well with any 
scale. The basic format is a sequence of regular background pulsations. 
 

llllllllllllllll 
 
Depending on the rhythm, these are grouped together, generally in groups of 4 or 3.  
 

$llll$llll$llll$llll 
§lll§lll§lll§lll 
 
The rhythms and melodic lines are then written so that the numbers and symbols are 
on the pulsation they belong to. Rests are shown by the pulsation not having any 
symbol.  
 
The number 0, for example, is the symbol for striking the central tone field. A 
sequence of strokes played regularly may thus be written as follows: 
 
Slow 

$olll$olll$olll$olll 
 
Moderately fast 

$0l0l$0l0l$0l0l$0l0l 
 
Fast 

$oooo$Oooo$Oooo$oooo 
  
In addition to the notes, I always include a suggested hand pattern as well, with R 
standing for the right hand and L for the left hand. 
 
   R              L               R              L              R            L               R              L   

$0l0l$0l0l$0l0l$0l0l 
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The first sounds on the central tone field 
 
If we see the central zone of the instrument as a type of drum, then we can produce 
two different sounds here: a very low and a very high, percussive sound. 
A better and easier way to learn the rhythms played here is to express them with 
syllables too and to voice these syllables, just as is commonly done in many non-
European music cultures. For the following exercises, we can use the syllables ‘BUM’, 
‘DUM’ or ‘DOUM’ for the low sound and the syllables ‘TA’ or ‘TAK’ for the high sound 
– the very same syllables which are frequently used in West African, Oriental and 
Indian percussion music.  
 
 
The deep bass sound in the central tone field 
 
The central tone field produces the lowest sound the instrument has. 
Unlike the others, it usually has a dome. PanArt calls it a ‘ding’ on the Hang®. Some 
instruments also have an impex at the central tone field, i.e. a concave curvature 
going inwards. 
 

  
 
I recommend striking this sound field with the index finger. In some situations it can 
also be preferable to use the thumb. But more on this later.  
The movement is executed with the whole hand but you need to tense your index 
finger a little so that it can then land like a little stick in the middle of the central tone 
field. What is important is that your finger doesn’t remain on the field but bounces 
off again immediately so that the tone field can freely resonate. 
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